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Introduction 
Given a finitely generated field extension KC L, a recent theorem of 
Elman-Lam-Wadsworth [4] states that the set H(L/K) of orders in K which can 
be extended to L is open ;? the I-Iarrison Topology of the order space X(h’). Now, 
given an order cr@ H(L/K), finding a different embedding 0: K-+L such that a(@ 
is extendable, is equivalent to finding an automorphism CT of K, such that 
a@) E H(L/K). We are interested in the study of fields where this is always possible. 
In the final formulation, by anot her theorom of (41, we may consider in all 
generality clopen (open and closed) sets H c X(K). Then K has the ‘dense orbits 
property’ - or K is a DOP field - if for any clopen H f 0 and CT E X(K) there exists 
an automorphism 0: K -+K such that o(a) E H. This definition appears first in 
Dubois-Recio [3], where it is related to some geometric aspects of the theory of real 
algebraic varieties. 
Our purpose here is to study finitely generated extensions of DOP fields. In [3] 
a central result established that if K is DOP and totally dense (i.e., dense in its real 
closure with respect o any order) then K(x,, . . . , xJ is also DOP, where x1, . . . 1 A-,, 
are n independent variables. In Uris paper we introduce a class of fields - including 
euclidean fields and archimedean fields with a unique ordering - verifying a very 
natural condition on Aut(K(x,, . . . , , ,, Y )). For these fields, the DOP property in 
simple transcendental extensions is equivalent to the density condition. The 
motivations for this result are to be found in a well known example of Dubois [2] 
concerning Artin’s solution of l-lilbert’s 17th problem and the latter work of 
McKenna [6], Visnawathan [9] and Schwartz [8] around the same kind of question. 
We include also some results in this direction, like existence of fields with a unique 
ordering no having the sign changing property of [9], which therefore give 
irreducible polynomials positive over the field but not sum of squares. 
Algebaic extensions of DOP fields are also studied below, in order to provide 
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sufficient conditions for the lifting of the DOP property. Thus we introduce 
different generalizations of the concept of normal extension in the case of an 
orderable base fields. This kind of real normality appears implicitly in some 
constructions of Craven [I], for example. But we are more interested in the case of 
a field extensio!l K( V) X(x), where V is a real algebraic variety and 
x=(x ,,..., A-,,) a:e II = dim V independent variables. Here under some hypothesis, 
real normalit*. *qCes that every order of K(x) can >e extended to K( V), and also 
%at K( V) is a DOP field. 
Much more work is needed to clarify the whole situatiorl, but we think that even 
at this stage there are already some promising results and problems. Finally, the 
authors would like to express their gratitude to professor D.W. Dubois for his 
constant support and encouragement in the realization of this research. 
1. Fields with the extensions property 
1.1. Definition. A field K has the extension property (e.p. in short) if for any 
automorphism CT: k’(s)-+K(_~) where x is one indeterminate over K, we have 
IT iK E AM(K). Clearly K has e.p. if and only if cr(K)C K for all cx Aut(K(x)). (For 
the ‘if’ part consider simultaneously CT and CT-‘.) 
1.2. befinition. Let K be a formally real field. We say that K is semi-euciidean if 
there eskts ar?, order cr~s(K) (the order space of K) such that 
or equivalently, 
a~K,c-- 1 Ea 3 Q*-- I EK’. 
Clearly, euclidean fields are semi-euclidean but the converse is not true. For in- 
\rancc, let us consider 
b;,-t’,, ,(~&~x--~EF,, +w+), 
and Iet I* zz u,; _(, F,,. Now, F is a semi-euclidean field but it is not euclidean since 
II!@/‘. 
I .A Proposition. Ewr~~ semi-euclidean field has the extension property. 
sabof. f+r suppose Ii is a semi-euclidean field with respect to an order a, and 
GE :Iut(K(.Y)) is such that a(K)QK. Then M- {u~K/cr-Z~a~~r(u)@K} is non- 
cmpt~. Now, to each (I E M we associate a natural number 6(a), with S(n) = 
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degree(f,) + degree(g,), where a(a) = f,(x)/g,(x), with fU(x), g,(x) E K[xJ, relatively 
prime, and g,(x) manic. Now choose aE M such that &a) = min{&b) 1 b E M} and 
consider u EK verifying 0’ - 4 = u2. Take b= j(a+ u), so that a= b + l/b. Thus, 
either b or 4/b are in M, but 6(b) =6(4/b)<&). Qntradiction. Cl 
Therefore euclidean fields have the extension property. It is also clear that 
algebraically closed fields and algebraic extensions of Q enjoy this property. Some 
more work is needed to prove: 
1.4. Proposition. Every archimedian field with 
Proof. Given any f(x)/g(x) E K(x) - { 01, define 
v( f IS, = degree f(x) - degree g(x). 
First step. We claim that for each Q E K+ - (0) (the positive cone of K) and for 
each 0 E Aut(K(x)), v&(a)) = 0. This can be proved in the followmg way: Since K+ 
is the unique order of K, there exist al, . . . , a, E K+ such that a =I a: + l *a + a:. 
Moreover, for each 15 jsr we can write 
t7j=a;?l+-=*-t JI’, 
and substitute 
a --z (a!, + . . . f of,) + . . . + (afl + ..a + a$‘. 
Applying Corollary 12.8 of [5], we obtain 
a= b:+ _a + b$ 
Repeating this argument we obtain, for each KEN a finite subset {blK, . . . , b,J 
of positive elements Jf K such that 
TA 
Cb 
7’+ 
a = 
;A l 
J-1 
1 f we denote a(a) =.f(x)/g(x) and a(b,,) =Ah (x)/gih (x), we notice t ha:: 
(i) The leadin& coefficier,t S,f”(=) of f,:” is positive, and the same holds for 
gjhh( 00). Since 
.fW rh h:?,“(x) - 3 c --- 
’ ’ y,;hcx, 
(1) 
!?W 
it follows that f(a), g(a) E Mt - (0). 
(ii) Using (i) and (l), we deduce 
v(f 1s) = max { v(fih /sJh Yh > I< /<r, 
= 2’ max { V(hh /gjk))m 
1s/sf,, 
(2) 
a unique ordering has the e.p. 
its degree 
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Then, if s = v(_f/p) f/3 and applying (2) for K= jsj, we obtain s/2 ’ E Z. Contra- 
diction. 
Second step. Let us consider v* : K(x) - { 0) -+Z defined by 
~‘*(.fh) = order f(x) - order g(x), 
If we take IC - K(s) --+ K(x) : A- -+ 1 Lx-, it is clear that 
1’ pact) -= rqn c o(a)) = 0 (3) 
for each QEK*- (0) and each CT E Aut(K@-)). 
Final step. Now, uppose the e.p. does not hold in K, and take a E K’ - {0}, 
0 E Aut(K(s)) verifying o(a) -f/g E K(x) - K. From the first and second step we 
know that .f(s) = Sy_, LI,_I=‘, a,. arr,#O and g(s) = xJ”r b,sj, b,a b,,,#O. 
Let us first consider the case a,/& > a. Now, A’ being archimedean, there exists 
46 such that a<y<a&. If we denote 0, the order in K(X) in which x is 
positive and infinitesimal with respect to K, we know that &(O+)fW=K’ and 
therefore 4 - o(a) E 0,. But this implies q . b, -a, E k”. Contradiction. (4) 
The case a,/b,<a can be handled analogously. Thus, suppose a= a,&,. If we 
define, for eactr _I-~, E A’, the K-automorphism of K(s) which sends s to .~+.ri,,, and 
denoting it by CT,,, we write q,, k- a(a) =f,.,(s)/g,,,,(s). By the first and second step, 
iv e conclude that 
horn (4). we can assume that a,,,, = /I,,,, = a. But then 
Consequently, a(a) = a E fi. We have completed the proof’. : -1 
The nest proposition S,I~S that for e.p. fields, autornorphisnls on k’(s) really e.v- 
I~VU~ sorntxhcrc. 
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(iv) 341~ E X(K) verifying (ii). 
(v) 32 E X(K) verifying (iii). 
Proof. (i)* (ii). Let a! be any order in K, CJ E Aut(K(X)). By hypothesis 
T = (T lK E Aut(K), and there exists a unique extension r, E Aut(R,). Then we define 
o, E: Aut(R,(x)) verifying B, IR, = T,, a,(x) = a(x). Uniqueness of ou follows from 
the e.p. of R,. 
(ii) * (iv) is trivial. 
Now (iv)*(i). Take CT E X(K), 0 E Aut(K(X)) and oa E Aut(R,(X)) such that 
CJ~ ]Itxj = 0. We have o,(R,) c R, (extension property), thus cr(K) G K(X)n R, = K. 
The implications (i)* (iii) =$ (v) * (i) are proven in a similar way. rl! 
Let us remark that, for fields with the extension property, there exists a precise 
description of every automorphism 0 E Aut(K(X)). In fact - using Liiroth’s theorem -
we may find a, 6, C, d E K, with ad - bc#0 such that 
UX-kb 
9(x) = - 
cx+d’ 
Therefore, if K if a fol Anally real field and CJ E Aut(K(X)), the image of an order 
CT E X(&Y)) centered at some point X~E K, and such that a(&3 K) = conk’, is 
another order centered at some point of KU { + 00, - a~). Moreover, if K has a 
unique ordering and the extension property, the condition a(cwn K)=crnK is 
always verified, and therefore a(@ conserves the property of being centered in 
KU{+=+ - 00) for any order in K(x). 
2. Purely transcendental extensions of DOP fields. A counterexample to Hilbert’s 
17th problem 
The definition of DOP fields and totally dense fields is given in the introduction, 
together with the basic result of [3) stating that any finitely generated purely t.rans- 
cendental extension of a totally dense and DOP field is also DOP. But clearly every 
finitely generated, purely transcendental extension of Q(t) - t also transcendental - 
is also DOP, but Q(t) is not totally dense. 
2.1. Proposition. Ler K be c1 field with a unique ordering, and huving the extension 
property. The following statements are now equivalen I:
(i) K is dense in its real closure R. 
(ii) K(x) is Q DOP field, where x is one rrcrnscendental element over K. 
roof. (i)* (ii). By the above mentioned result in [33. 
(ii) = (i) Suppose K is not dense. Then we may find a polynomial f(x) E K[x] 
which is positive over K, but llot a sum of squares in R(x) (cf. IS]). Therefore the 
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Harrison open set Wf ---.f) & X(K(X)) 13 non-empty. Now choose one point x0 E K, 
and an order p E X(A (3:)) centered over .I-~. By hypothesis, there exists an automor- 
phism 0 : K(x)-+(x), such that a(P) E I-&-J). By the last remark of Section 1, a(P) 
will be also centered at some general point in KU { - 00, + 00). Now, f being positive 
over K, we have f~ a(p). Contradiction. 3 
2.2. Prop0siL.m. Le f K be n ~furmu~~y real field with the extension property. Then 
if ii(x) is a DOP field,. K is also DOP. 
Proof. Let cw&Y(K), I-I=H(a,,..., a,) f 0, a clopen set of X(K). Take OE X(&A-)) 
the order of the leading coefficient for cy, and consider R= H(al, . . . , a,,) c X(&Y)). 
Note /?#O. Now, K(x) is DOP, thus we have an automorphism CFE Aut(K(x)lr, with 
O(O) E H. But h’ has the extension property, and therefore T= CT iA. is an automor- 
phism, which clearly ssnds CT into H. L! 
Now let us turn our attention to Dubois’s [2] counterexample to Hilbert’s 17th 
problem. Ah is well known, he has shown that an euclidean closure Hn of Q(t) - 
M ith f t ransccndental oc’cr Q - is not dense in its real closure I-f:>, and thus found 
al &I-) E HI, [xl, positive over H but not sum of quarks over &,(.I-). We 
2.1 - that therefore I~&-) is not a DOP field tor iI;, has the extension 
see 1.3. Some more information is given in the following pwposition. 
D sition. Let K 2 (I! be u jini:‘e e_~tension; E 2 K, Q pure@ trunscer;dental, 
Proof. IA3 111 = [K : 6; ] and choose an odd prime number p, not dividing ~II. Now 
wnw-uct an irreducible polynomial j;,(x) E (Q [xl, such that degree(.j$-)) = !I= 
number of‘ its real roots. We will show that j;,;,(x) is irreducible in H,,(E), which 
innph that H,,(E) is not hereditarily euclidcan. In fact, let ti be a real root of 
_fj,(.Y) - 0. NO\+’ 
T‘ttcn 17 -- [K(t)) : K] by the election of p. Newt we may deduce that J;,(s), being ir- 
rcciuciblc owr h’, is alw irwduciblc over E. Finally, let tm(x) be the irreducible 
jwl? rtorik~l ot‘ (1 owr i-I,,(E), saj 
h(x) =A-‘+ a,.\-’ ’ + be- + a,, a, E H,(E). 
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Call F= E(a 1, . . . , a,). Then, clearly, [F: E] = 2” for some natural S. Now 
(~(8) : E(e)l[E(e) : EI = [F(O) : FJCF : EJ = d. 2s. 
BUI p is odd and thus we obtain p=r. 0 
2.4. Corollary. Lef Ho be the euclidetz closure of Q(t) - as in Dubois’s example 
[2]. Thtjre exists an irreducible polynomial in Ho [x] which is positive over Hr>, but 
not a sum of squares in I&(x), for a real closure I& of Ho. 
Proof. H, is neither dense in its real closure, nor hereditarily euclidean as we have 
shown. Now, according to Visnawat.han [9), HD does not have the sign changing 
property, i.e. there exists an irreducible polynomial in I$, [xl, positive over HU, 
but changing sign in A,. 0 
3. Algebraic extensions of DOP fields 
Let E = Q(8) be a finite extension of the rarionals and fix R > E a real closure of 
Q. It is easy to prove that E is a DOP field if and only if E contains all the real 
(i.e. in II?) conjugates of 8. The situation for other base fields different from cc) is 
much more complicated, as we try to generalize this characterization of DOP- 
extensions. 
3.1. Definitions. Let F be a formally real field, F an algebraic closure of F and E 
an order-able xtension of F containea in F. For every CXE X(E) we consider: 
(a) a real closure R, of F with respect to (F, crnF) such that EC R,c F and veri- 
fying that if /kX(E) and crnF=/InF, then R,=R,; 
(b) G,, the set of embeddings E-M, extending an autQmorphism of F, and 
(c) H,, a subset of G,. 
(1) We say that E is a H-real normal extension ot F if for every creX(E) and 
CM [I,, a(E) = E. In case HtI = G, we say thar E is G-real normal extension of F, 
and in case Hfl is the set of F-embeddings, E --) R,, that E is a F-real normal exten- 
sion of F. 
(2) We say that E is a real-normal extension of F if for every Q E X(E) and every 
a E E, all the roots in R, of &(a, F) are in E. 
The relation between the above definitions is clarified in the following immediate 
proposit ions. 
3.2. Proposition. Let FC EC F;, E formai!r, real, and FC E -finite. Then the 
statements 
(i) E is a real normal extension of F, 
(ii) E is a F-real normal, extension of F, 
are equivalent. 
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3.3. Proposition. .4f;ain, let F c EC, p, E formally real, and suppose E(m) is 
normal. Then E is real normal and F-real no.;mal (even if FC E is not finite! ). As 
a consequence, if I-C E is normal, then it is also real normal and F-real normal. 
(However, remark E = Q(e) is Q-real normal but E(o) is not normal). 
Now, let us apply this concept of normality to algebraic extensions of fields with 
a unique or:’ ;illg which are trivially DOP fields. 
3.4. Proposition. Let F be a uniquely ordered field, Fc E c Fan orderable, F-real 
normal extension. Then for every pair cz, /I E X(E) there exists an automorphism 
CJ E AutW), WC/~ that a(a) = p. Therefore E is DOP. 
Proof. Let Fij be a real closure of (E, p) in F. It is enough to show that there exists 
an order embedding CT : (E, CI)-$, becauslz the F-real normality implies a(E) = E. 
NO~J let C= {(h&a,&] Fc MC E), where M is a field of F and ctnij s an embedding 
preserving the order an M. Clearly F -+F@ belongs to C. Also we give an order on 
Z, considering (M,, a,,,,) I (M,, ah,,,) if M, C_ M2 and ctiz12 IAti, = o.~~, . Then C has a 
maximal element and a standard argument (cf. Prestel [7, p. 411) shows it must be 
E. : 
For example, let Q * be the intersection of all real closed fields co;:+alned in a given 
algebraic closure Q of Q. Then Q c Q * is a normal extension (cf. Cr::ven [I]), and 
thus (3.3) is F-real normal and DOP (3.4). The elements of Q* may be characterized 
as those aE 1:;: with only real conjugates; thus Q* is not a finite extcnsiorl of Q. 
Proposit iorl 3.4 can be slightl_v generalized. In fact, we have: 
3.5. Proposition. Let K be (J rrniqrrel_v ordered field, dense in rts real closure, and 
let I-2 K be an orderable finite extension whose automorphisms are K-automor- 
phisms. Then, if’ I.’ is DOP, erper:rt F-real normal extension E 2 F is also DOP. 
Proof. Hy 3.-t it is enough to show that E is a K-real normal extension of K. But, 
clearly, this can be reduced to prove that F is also a K-real normal extension of h’. 
It i\ MS>’ to w that the composition of two K-real normal extensions, one of them 
being finite over K, is again a K-real normal estension. Now take CT E X(F), and let 
c,, be ;i real &~surc of (k’,crnK). Suppose F= K(a), and let CJ: Fd,, be an em- 
hcdding inducing the identity over K. Let /I= (T(U), and consider /3 = (T ‘(k;: 1 E A’(F). 
Xw, k‘ being ;L DOP field with discrete X(F), there csists TE Aut(F) such that 
7(/I) = CT. Suppose T(a) + h, say T(U) < 6. Then by the density hypothesis, we may find 
C*E h’ with T(U)< c< II. Thus N - UE /3, implying r(a) E u c xi, because 7 is a K- 
mc~rphi~m b>, hypot he&. Contradiction. 1 ’ 
I c) ~lcf> t‘inirc c\tcrlsionr ot’ DOP fields \\.it h many orders t hc notion 01‘ C- 
rlorrn;l!it> i\ rnol’t’ suiWk than the ~k~orrnaiity used in the above propositions. 
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First we state some general considerations. Let Fc_ E be an extension of ordered 
fields, &: F-E the inclusion, E * : X(E)+X(F) the restriction mapping. Let 
j? E im(e*) and consider we have an embedding 0 : E-I’, with a(F) = F, where $ 
is a real closure of (F, p). Then Fz;, a(E) E l$, and therefore a-‘(P) E im(e*), i.e. 
p E a(im e*). Conversely, if /I E im &* and j3 E a(im E*) for some o E Aut(F), we may 
extend ci to an embedding 6: E-+&. In fact apply [7], to the pair (F, o-‘(p)) 5 
(E,cr), where wzX(E) is such that crnF=o-l(P). 
3.6. Proposition. Let FC E c F be a finite, G-real nosmal extension of orderable 
fields. Then for every, a~Aut(F) such that im ~*na(im 9)#0, we have im E*= 
a(im P). 
Proof. Let /?E im EWa(im e*). As above we find 6: E+Ffl embedding such that 
d IF= cr and thus 6(F) = F. By G-real normality we obtain d(E) = E. Thus, for 
every a E im & *, take a%X(E) such that a=c;‘nF, and let a”=a-‘(a’)r)FEim E*. 
Therefore a = o(a”), which means im E* c a(im E*). Considering 0-l instead of 0 
we obtain the reverse inclusion. 3 
3.7. Proposition. Let 1 c EC, F be a finite, G-real normal extension of orderable 
fields. If F is DOP, then E is also DOP. 
Proof. Let aeX(E), H#t8 a clopen subset of X(E). Now E*(H) is open in 
X(F) (cf. [4]), and there exists 0 E Aut(F) such that o@*(a)) E c*(H). Thus p= 
E*(a)Eim &*fIo-‘(im e*), and ct -I: F+F extends, as in 3.5, to an embedding -- 
0 ’ : E--4$, where a-‘(E) =E by the G-real normality. Let YE H be such that 
E*(Y) = a(b). It is clear now that @(a) = y. LJ 
Finally let US apply 3.7 to a geometric situation. Let Z/C R”’ * be a real ir- 
reducible hypersurface and write F= R(x,, . . . , _ t-,,) with n transcendentals, and 
E = R(V) with R( V) = R(x)(8). 
3.8. Proposition. If R(V) 2 R(x) is G-real normal, then 
(i) R( V) is a DOP field. 
(ii) Let n : V-+ R” be the projection associated 1% I the embedding R[x]-+ R[ V]. 
Thm n( tl ) = R”, where the c*loswe is taken in the strong topology. 
Proof. (i) R(x) is DOP from Theorem 1.3 in 131. Now use Proposition 3.7. 
(ii) Let H be the ‘clopen’ set of all orders in R(x) which extend to R( V). From 
Theorem 2.7 in [3] it is enough to prove that H= X(R(x)), i.e. every order extends. 
If H=U:“, H(f,r,...,f,,), _&@I x and since H+0, we deduce from I .6 in j3] I, 
that 
tt/ 
fi= u {XE R”:f,(x)>O, 15 jsr} 
I-1 
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is a non-empty op#tn semi-algebraic subset of R”. We can assume that 
fi>(s&“: i\xii <2r), reR+. Choosing 
AX; 
B: R(x)-,R(x): .~;--+------- 
q; , xj’ 
it is not difficult to prove that Hn o(H) #0, and by 3.6 we have H= a(H). Thus, 
J?.=fiUc~(l?)>R”-{xER”: llxll =r) 
and by 1.8 IL [3], we get H=X(R(x)). 
Moreover, the careful use of 2.7 in (31, allow us to prove that IC( V,) = R*‘, where 
1: is strong closure of the set of regular points in V. For this and other related 
questions, see [3]. 
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